Assembly Instructions

Caddy LX

Keep personal items like your water bottle, keys, phone or eyeglasses within reach while using your Teeter!

How to Assemble

• If your Teeter is already assembled, you will first need to remove the Left Handle and Left Handle Bracket Set before you can assemble the Caddy. Refer to your Teeter Assembly Instructions to disassemble the Left Handle and Left Handle Bracket Set before proceeding to the next step.

• Locate the Phillips Head Screwdriver and (1) Screw that are included with the Caddy.

• Align the Caddy under the Hinge Cover of the Left Handle, so that it fits over the bottom Bolt hole. Screw in (1) Screw with the Phillips Head Screwdriver provided until securely fastened. (Figure 1)

• Ensure the Caddy is securely attached to the handle (Figure 2).

• Refer to your Teeter Assembly Instructions to reattach the Left Handle and Left Handle Bracket Set.

WARNING

• DO NOT place heavy objects or rest your body weight on product.
• DO NOT insert uncovered cups of hot liquid – if the liquid spills, you could be burned.